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Already for many years, Newland have been at the top of 
customer facing, presentation scanning. Designing and 
developing devices suitable for high volume self-scanning 
from phone screens, across an increasingly wide variety of 
applications. 

We give customers who have never scanned a barcode from 
their phone before, the best chance to read it first time, every 
time.

The FR27 Urchin is the latest example of our market leading 
customer-facing scanning solutions. It’s our most compact 
desktop scanner yet. 

The FR27 Urchin’s design is heavily influenced by what 
makes the FM3080 Hind great but presents it in a more 
attractive housing, so it can take its place amongst our 
stationary range of products.

The simple design is sophisticated and looks equally 
comfortable in a high-end fashion boutique and in a fast food 
restaurant. 

Newland continues 
to define the 
customer journey in 
self-scanning.
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FR27 Urchin - Introduction

Reliable print performance
Countertop applications that require a combination of high 
volume scanning from screen, as well as printed codes, are 
not common but they do exist.  We have made sure the FR27 
Urchin has a good reading performance to cope with any 
requirement to scan printed barcodes - as fast as possible - 
without impacting on what it’s best at, scanning from screen.

All size codes on all size devices
The FR27 Urchin combines a shallow depth of field (DOF) 
with a wide field of view (FOV), so codes much larger than 
the view window can still be read very close up. The 
customer's journey in self scanning can remain consistent 
from small to large devices, displaying small to large codes.
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● Easy Self scanning solution

● Smart, low-profile design 

● Small footprint 

● Can read small and larger codes from Phone 
screens and paper

● Green LED light for visual feedback on 
successful scans 

● Mounting points for securing to counter top or 
vertical surface

● 2.7 m/s motion tolerance

Keep reading for more detail.

A quick run through 
what stands out.

Key features



Superior self-service scanning from screen 
The FR27 Urchin is primarily designed to be easy to use for 
self  service scanning from customers' phone screens. A 
remarkably wide field of view means even the largest codes 
presented on the largest phone screens are scanned easily. 

Fast scanning with outstanding motion tolerance 
The FR27 Urchin has an outstanding 2.7m per second 
motion tolerance for applications where fast scanning on 
moving codes is vital. Clearing lines of customers 
self-scanning or clearing baskets of items at the point of 
sale, the FR27 gives you more speed than ever before.
 
Snappy scanning from paper, metal and plastic 
Printed barcodes are still used in many applications, so the 
FR27 Urchin makes sure it can cope with them. It maintains 
top performance with all types of 1D and 2D codes 
presented to it on paper, metal and plastic surfaces. Even 
curved and creased codes pose no challenge. 

NEW

Features



Clear visual feedback 
Using soft white illumination to scan barcodes, the FR27 
Urchin also utilises its white background to project a green 
led, indicating a good read. Visual feedback in a self-service 
application makes all the difference in giving customers 
confidence in achieving a successful scan. 

Flexible mounting options 
Mindful that the FR27 Urchin can suit access control and 
kiosk applications, its case has a design that allows you to 
manipulate the cable for mounting portrait or landscape. It 
also has threaded fixing points for vertical mounting. 

Small and stylish 
The FR27 Urchin packs all its scanning power into a small, 
sleek design. Making not only a great space saver but looking 
good while doing so. The scanner has a smooth and simple 
finish that blends well with any countertops design from 
boutique to cafe. 
 

Features

NEW
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The FR27 Urchin is USB only and has a cable that 
cannot be removed.

There are 3 options for positioning the cord of the 
FR27 Urchin, strengthening the ability of the device 
to blend into its setting and to be used in the desired 
mounting position. 

While the cable to scanner connection is the same for 
each, the design at the back allows users to 
manipulate the cable.

Keep reading for more detail.

Features - cord manipulation
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● Option 1: the cable comes out at the top of the 
device, at the Newland logo. Ideal for 
customer-facing POS solutions where the 
customer leads the cord to the back of the 
register and plugs the USB into their system 
there.

● Option 2: the cable comes out at the side of the 
device. As a slightly wider side, this could suit 
applications where longer or larger codes are 
presented horizontally, for example ID cards 
with 1D codes printed edge to edge in landscape 
orientation.

● Option 3: the cable is not visible and goes 
straight through the surface its on. Ideal for 
customers who don’t want the cable shown at all, 
whether mounted horizontally or vertically.

 Features - cord manipulation
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Applications

Industry suggestions

Access control Hospitality
Mobile 

payment
Self service Retail Ticketing Transportation
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FR27 Urchin - Where it fits into the range 

The FR27 Urchin comes onto our stationary range to 
fit the gap between the FR21 Neon and the FR40 Koi. 

The self scanning journey is an emerging discipline in 
Auto ID so one good way to evaluate which Newland 
scanner is best suited for each application, is to 
consider their reading performance; screen vs printed 
codes.

Keep reading for more detail.
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FR27 Urchin - Where it fits into the range 

The FR21 Neon is purely customer facing and 
recommended for phone screens only. It has additional 
features for branding. Most Ideal for applications were 
near to 100% of the codes are on customers phones.

The FR27 Urchin is smaller with more scanning power 
on larger codes while still coping with printed codes 
well. 
Ideal for applications where there is a very high use of 
customer phones but there could be printed codes used 
often.

The FR40 Koi gives fast hands-free scanning on printed 
codes, it has button activated feature to scan well from 
phones screens. Ideal for applications that are mostly 
printed codes, but need to scan well from a phone 
screen during the customer journey. 
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Established companies

Desktop and fixed self-scanning solutions is an area of the 
market we take a lead on. Zebra and Datalogic choose to 
stay away from this format at the moment but honeywell 
have launched a device and of course Denso still have a 
viable solution. 

The FR27 Urchin’s small design, great screen reading, 
very good printed code reading, low power consumption, 
fast motion tolerance, LED feedback, wide scanning and 
long warranty - are the technical points we should 
highlight to customers. The pricing in context to its 
performance makes it very difficult for established 
brands to compete. 

Key products to compare on performance are the Denso 
QK30,  and the Honeywell HF561 . These devices 
represent the established brands competitive scanning in 
this space. 

QK30

HF561

FR27 Urchin - Market Comparison
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Emerging technologies

This area of auto ID overlaps into the world of payment 
and self service so it is a key area of scanning that emerging 
companies are seeing as a necessary addition to their 
product ranges. 

Our focus is clearly on making ground on the established 
brands but we will get pressure on price by the emerging 
ones. In respect to them, our main selling focus to side-step 
any pricing pressure should be:

● Manufacturing quality
● EMEA Market exposure
● Support
● Local stock
● Infrastructure

 

FR27 Urchin - Market Comparison

QK30

HF561
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Relevant trends

(Contactless) mobile payment 
& loyalty
There is an increasing amount of phone-based loyalty 
programs in hospitality that require the customers to 
scan a barcode on their phone at the POS. 

Some loyalty apps go a step further and include 
payment abilities into the loyalty process. The FR27 
Urchin is optimized for fast scanning no matter the 
size of the code or device. This is necessary to create a 
fast and smooth customer journey.

As payment providers look to lift the limit of how 
much can be spent, we will see an even bigger push 
for contactless payment, keeping mobile payment & 
loyalty a hot topic in 2020. 

Place (product-in-action) image in gray area.



Relevant trends

E-ticketing
Gaining access on entertainment & sporting events is 
increasingly becoming a digital process. The FR27 
Urchin is optimized for the customer to scan a code on 
their phone themselves as a form of access control. 

Relevant environments for self-scanning from phones 
also include rail, bus and air transportation. Not only 
for access and verification to transport, but also as a 
means of authorisation for purchases at point of sale 
in international airport terminals. 
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& Easyset
Our configuration software
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Easyset is Newland’s Windows software, designed 
to make programming scanners faster - especially 
when the configurations are very detailed.  

There are options to send the configurations directly to the 
scanner, save the configuration file to later deploy to other 
scanners, or display the configuration as a series of 
barcodes in a single document. 

Although configuration is the main reason Easyset is used, 
it’s not the only useful function it can perform. 
Changes to the Newland firmware for improved 
performance or additional features can now be uploaded to 
scanners easily via the software.

EASYSET -  Configuration Software 

There are tools available to help identify the 
correct scanner solutions as part of the pre-sales 
process. 

A test window can display scanned data presented in a 
variety of formats to identify issues and create solutions. 

There is even an option to display an image taken by a 2D 
imager live on a screen, to help advise on FOV, DOF, focus 
and illumination. 
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Directly Configure a Single scanner 

Clone a configuration

Update firmware

Analyze scanned data 

Display images captured by our 2D scanners

Create/Save/Print Batch barcode configs

EASYSET -  Configuration Software 

Features



EASYSET -  Configuration Software 

HR3280 BT

HR2270 
(OY_V1.00.081 or higher)

HR2080

HR2081HR5280

HR5280 BT

HR1150P

HR11+

FR4080

FR4060
(FR40C_V1.01.37 or higher)

HR20

HR3280 BT FR2080

FM430

FM3080

FM3051/FM3056

FR27

FR2051

EM20-80

EM20-37

EM2037V4

EM50

EM3085-U

Easyset 
Compatibility 
list

HR3280

FR27

HR1580 BT
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Easyset 

is available to download via the website 
https://www.newland-id.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/0
9/EasySet_V1.2.20.zip  

and extra information is available via our Knowledge base 
http://kb.newland-id.com/index.php?n=Main.HomePage 

EASYSET -  Configuration Software 

https://www.newland-id.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EasySet_V1.2.20.zip
https://www.newland-id.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/EasySet_V1.2.20.zip
http://kb.newland-id.com/index.php?n=Main.HomePage
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Documents & details



Supporting Material

• Datasheet
• User Manual
• High Res images
• Product Presentation

Find them on the product page. 
(online from 26 March 2020 onwards)

FR27 Urchin – Supporting material

https://www.newland-id.com/product/fr27-urchin/


Product Number

FR2780-B-20

Description

2D CMOS Desktop Area Imager Reader, with 1,5 mtr. USB cable

FR27 – Part number 

FR27 Urchin – Part number

*There is a white version available on request for projects.



Thank you 
for your 

attention


